
Reduce inventory by +50%, eliminate Out of Stock items, 
improve product routing, reduce logistics cost and improve 

customer service.
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SCM 4.0 (RAISE)
ORS Reserve Assigment and
Integrated Shipping Environment



Supply chain managers face various 
issues that require increasingly 
specialized handling such as:

Globalization

Suppliers must be in strategic locations, adhere to global standards, and offer solid local 

presence to stabilize procurement networks and ensure fast and reliable service for clients.

Product Obsolescence

Enterprises should leverage a tool that allows them to minimize the overall number of 

products in distribution and reduce obsolescence in stores and distribution warehouses.

Evolving Consumer Demands and Expectations

As customer demands and expectations change—with social media being one of the 

driving factors—enterprises should act in real time using a system that can seamlessly and 

automatically adapt to new orders.

Social Media Tools That 

Influence Customer Decisions
Reviews Comments

Changing Consumer Markets

Today’s consumer market conditions expect businesses to deliver products that keep up with 

prevailing trends. Shorter product life cycles also require a consistent and effective lean supply 

chain solution.



ORS RAISE 4.0
ORS Reserve Assignment and Integrated Shipping 

Environment (RAISE) is a Supply Chain Management and 

Distribution Planning solution that

Reduces inventory by as much as +50%, eliminates Out of 

Stock items, and improves customer satisfaction

Reinforces the design, logistics, and maintenance of multiple 

supply chains while reducing distribution costs and analyzing 

computing performances

Prepares the optimal level of reserved products and classifies 

customers according to shipping requirements and coverage 

strategies to meet customer expectations; and

Balances Demand and Supply to provide consistently optimal 

service

Reduces logistics effort and avoids extra storage needs by 

directly routing the right number of SKUs to the shipping area

RAISE 4.0 is backed by three comprehensive systems that provide holistic 
optimization of supply chain conditions and needs.

RAISE 4.0

Demands
Wholesale and Retail 
Orders, Forecast, MTO 
Light

Customer Info
Priorities, Shipping Coverages 
on a per SKU sets basis, 
Coverages Exceptions

Supply Chain Network
Customers, Warehouses, 
Links with Lead Time, Cost 
and Constraint Supplies

Central and Distribution Stock, 
Work in Progress from Vendors 
and Productions

Replenishment Info
Shipping Calendars, Shipping 
Windows, Logistic Blocks for 
Reserve / Replenishment / 
Separtaion Replenishment 
SKU Sets (rules), MadeIn and 
Demand Type

Reserve Assignment
Assignments among supplies and 
demands. Definition of Central 
Warehouse Stock Categories

Replenishment Order Proposals
Customer replenishment based 
on a shipping calendar and 
constraints

Reserve 
Assignment Separation

Replenishment 
Order 

Computation

Separation
Direct movement of SKUs to 
be shipped from pallet to the 
customer shipping areas after an 
on-the-fly reserve assignment 
optimization

80,000 SKUs

Assigned 40 
weeks ahead

6 Million 
assignments 
in less than 30 
minutes

SKU Master
Buy Work in Progress
Production Work in Progress
Minimum Extra Stock Forecst

Reserve Assignment Results
Replenishment Orders
Proposals
Separation Requests

User Settings (shipping 
coverage and calendar 
/ preferences / blocks / 
supply chain design etc



RAISE 4.0 
Features

Manages complex logistics 
structures, such as modeling 
routes and related constraints, 
to find the best possible 
optimization routes

For more information, please contact sales@ors.group

Allows for easy definition and 
management of supply chain 
entities (Factories, Warehouses, 
Customers), as well as constraints 
and capabilities

Enables definition and and 
management of physical routes 
according to lead time and cost

Enables definition and 
segmentation of customers 
according to priority, shipping 
coverage strategy, and reserve 
coverage strategy

Enables customization and 
management of Demand Classes 
according to specific conditions

RAISE 4.0 Benefits 
for Businesses

RAISE 4.0 offers a Supply 
Chain Management and 
Distribution Planning solution 
that equips your business with:

Comprehensive tools to create, define, and manage SC entities 

that are specific to your business needs

A holistic optimization approach that is backed by computation 

and performance analyses; and

A lean SC system that calculates the best possible solution 

at every juncture, reduces warehouse cost by +50% and 

Out of Stock items to zero, and drastically reduces logistics, 

transportation, and storage costs.


